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The procurement of materials by Foreign Military Sales
(FMS) between Thailand Government and U.S. Government has
been worthwhile in the past. Further, the money that the
Thailand Government pays for materials procured from the U.S.
has increased every year. The scope of this thesis includes
the FMS policy of U.S. Government, the departments in U.S.
that pertain to FMS, the documents that are used in FMS etc.
The objective of the thesis is to increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of the Royal Thai Navy in procurement. If
Thai Navy Officers, who work, in procurement, can understand
the functioning of the U.S. Government, it will help smooth
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In the 1950s United States Security Assistance consisted
mainly of surplus military equipment, transferred through
grants in aid or loans. This assistance was designed to
support friendly foreign countries in establishing, and
maintaining, adequate defense postures which were consistent
with their economic stability and growth, to help them to
maintain internal security and to resist external aggression.
Economic well being and opportunity for peaceful development
of 'friendly foreign countries is essential to the security of
the United States. This principle is inherent in the Truman
Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, the Nixon Doctrine, the Ford
Administration and in the emphasis on Human Rights in the
Carter Administration. Assistance has been rendered in a
variety of ways, including the providing of defense articles
and services through sale or grant, and the making of finan-
cial and commodity grants. [Ref. 1: p. 2-1]
By the 1960s, the impetus of Security Assistance changed
from Grant Aid to United States Government (USG) sales of
military services and equipment to foreign governments (FG)
.
While the total of security Assistance has remained approxi-
mately the same, the assistance in the form of Grant Aid has
diminished greatly, and the sales of military equipment and
services have increased markedly.
8

B. FMS AND FOREIGN POLICY
Foreign Military Sales, in addition to other elements of
the Security Assistance Programs support the United States
foreign policy. The Hon. W. P. Clements, Deputy Secretary of
Defense, on 11 November 19 75, before the House Committee on
International Affairs, stated: "The principal purpose of
Security Assistance .... both the grant aid and the military
sales programs .... is to strengthen deterrence and promote
peaceful resolution of international issues by helping our
friends and allies to maintain adequate defense force of
their own ... If we achieve regional stability in crucial
areas of the world without the need for direct intervention
by American forces then our security assistance efforts have
been rewarded.
Since its initiation in the early years following World
War II, security assistance has served as a particularly
effective instrument of U.S. Foreign and defense policy.
With the grant aid program steadily diminishing, it is
vital that we maintain a strong security assistance sales
program. These sales give us a means of continuing to
aupp-o-rt traditional friends and allies who can now afford
to pay, in whole or in part, for their security requirements.
These security assistance programs help us maintain important
political and military relationships in key areas of the
world and provide effective means of strengthening and stabi-
lizing regional military balances. Moreover, with the

increased military capabilities of our friends, there is a
reduced likelihood of US Military involvement in crisis
situations." [Ref. 1: p. 2-6]
The FMS program also comprises a very significant
economic element of international logistics. Under the
FMS classification there are a large number of sales of
non-weapon items, e.g., trucks, training, spare parts, and
electronics. Only approximately forty percent of FMS can
be considered, literally, as sales of weapon systems or
munitions
.
I would like to explain the pertinent policy of U.S.
Government from the past until now to indicate the change
in FMS.
Henry A. Kissinger, former Secretary of State, assessed
relationship in Asia when he wrote:
"In the past generation Americans have fought three
major wars in Asia. We have learned the hard way that our
own safety and well being depend upon peace in the Pacific
and that peace cannot be maintained unless we play an active
part.
Our prosperity is inextricably linked to the economy
of the Pacific basin. Last year our trade with Asian nations
exceeded our trade with Europe. Asian raw materials fuel our
factories; Asian manufacturers serve our consumers; Asian
markets offer outlets for our exports and investment opportu-
nities for our business community.
IQ

And our ties with Asia have a unique human dimension.
For generations Americans have supplied an impulse of change
to Asian societies; Asian culture and ideas in turn have
touched our intellectual, artistic, and social life deeply.
American foreign policy has known both great accomplish-
ment and bitter disappointment in Asia. After World War II
we sought above all to contain Communist expansion. USG
essentially succeeded. USG forged a close alliance with
democratic Japan, USG and our allies assisted South Korea in
defeating aggression. USG provided for the orderly transi-
tion of the Philippines to full independence. USG strengthened
the ties with Australian and New Zealand that had been forged
as allies in two wars. USG spurred the development of the
Pacific basin into a zone of remarkable economic vitality and
growth." [Ref. 2: p. 1-30]
America had its fill of the seemingly interminable war
in Southeast Asia. The enormous cost in lives and national
treasure, domestic turmoil, and general discontent led to
negotiation for early end of the Vietnam war. The experiences
of the Southeast Asia entanglement led to changed directives
and initiatives of our foreign policy, and of a natural
consequence, major impact on our approach to security assis-
tance. One of the primary aspects of the changed policy was
the transfer of immediate self defense responsibilities to




The Nixon Doctrine, orginally known as the Guam Doctrine
in recognition of the site of its proclamation in 1969 on
Guam Island, enunciated new guidelines for American Foreign
policy. In essence the doctrine:
".... limited in its applicability to Asian states, the
new policy was later expanded into the Nixon Doctrine with
global implications. Although critics held that American
military support missions in Cambodia and Laos, during the
early 19 70s, violated the basic principles of the doctrine
in that, although the United States will participate in the
development of security for friends and allies, the major
effort must be made by the governments and peoples of these
states. The dcotrine was mainly a product of public reaction
against the major but largely unsuccessful military interven-
tion by the United States in Vietnam during the 1960s. As
policy, its promulgation was directly related to the efforts
of the Nixon Administration to extricate American forces from
Indochina. The Ford Administration continued the policy."
[Ref. 2: p. 1-33]
President Carter's pledge to restrain conventional arms
transfers was announced in a speech on 19 May 19 77.
Key points
:
- Dollars restrains and other controls will not apply
to NATO, Japan, Australia and New Zealand. The U.S.
will remain faithful to treaty obligations, as well
as to responsibilities regarding Israel's security.
12

- The dollar volume of new commitments under FMS and
Map for weapons and weapons-related items in FY-77
Cin constant '76 dollars), will be reduced from the
FY '77 total. (The FY'8Q ceiling is $9.2 billion)
services and commercial sales are excluded from the
total.
- The U.S. will not be the first to introduce newly-
developed advanced weapon systems until the system
is operationally deployed with U.S. Forces.
- Development or significant modifications of such
systems solely for export will not be permitted.
Cin Jan. '80 this policy was modified to permit
development of an export fighter aircraft designed.)
- Agreements for co-production of significant weapons,
equipment or major components will be limited to
assembly of subcomponents and fabrication of high turn-
over spare parts
.
- In addition to existing requirements under the law,
the U.S. may stipulate, as a condition of sale, that
it will not entertain requests for retransfers to
third countries.
- Department of States policy - level approval will be
required for licensing of manufacturers' for sales
promotion of arras abroad, and for U.S. military or
civilian briefings which might promote sales. U.S.




C. BASIC SALES POLICY
In enacting the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) , as
amended, the Congress consolidated and revised foreign
assistance legislation relating to reimbursable exports.
In this Act (AECA '76) the Congress
- Declared the ultimate goal of the U.S. to be a world
free of dangers and burdens of armaments with the use of
force subordinated to the rule of law.
- Affirmed the increasing cost and complexity of defense
equipment and recognized that there continues a need for
international defense cooperation to maintain peace and
security.
- Established that the United States will facilitate
the common defense by entering into international arrange-
ments with friendly countries on projects of cooperative
exchange of data, research, development, production, procure-
ment and logistics support to achieve national defense
requirements and objectives of mutual concern.
- To this end, authorized sales to friendly countries
to equip their forces with due regard to impact on social
and economic development and on arms races, and
- Declared the sense of the Congress that all such sales
be approved only when they are consistent with the foreign




Except where overriding considerations dictate otherwise,
the following guidelines will govern Department of Defense
sales activities.
- Departments of Defense sales will support the foreign
policy interests of the United States.
- Department of Defense will be responsive to foreign
requests for sales proposals.
- Countries will be encouraged, consistent with economic
financial capabilities, to make the transition from grant
aid to sales.
- To the extent practicable, th^e Department of Defense
will assist U.S. industry in making sales directly to foreign
governments. Relationships with, industry will be forthright,
factual, and will avoid all connotation of favoritism.
- The Department of State has advised commercial firms
who plan to discuss the sale of defense articles overseas to.
touch base with the local MAAG or American Embassy
representative upon arrival in-country, and
inform the MAAG or Embassy representative whether
or not they have a license to discuss technical data regarding
the project planned to be discussed with host nations, and
if not, how the commercial firm expects to handle the matter.
There is no mandatory requirement for a commercial firm
to contact the MAAG or local Embassy representative but it




Department of Defense policy is one of even handedness
when dealing with commercial firms engaged in overseas
marketing activities. When U.S. industry representatives
approach the MAAG personnel should, within policy guidelines,
use their own best judgment in determining country officials
for the purpose of discussing a possible sale or whether any
other assistance should be given.
- Unless dictated by overriding logistics considerations
approved by the Secretary of Defense the Department of Defense
will not enter into sales arrangements which entail commitments
for Department of Defense procurement in foreign countries.
- Credit and credit guarantees under the Arms Export
Control Act will be used only to assist countries in acquiring
essential items which cannot reasonably be financed by other
means and normally will be used only to finance investment
requirements
.
- Wherever practicable, guaranteed credit will be used
instead of direct FMS credit.
- Concessionary FMS credit terms (i.e. interest ratios
less than cost of money to the U.S. Government) will be
granted only when determined by the President to be required
by the national interest.
- We welcome consultation with, our friends and allies
on research, development, production, and logistic support
programs of mutual interest. [Ref. 3; p. B-1]
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The text of the Reagan Administration policy statement
on conventional arms export controls as issued by the White
House July 9, 19 81, included: [Ref. 4]
Objectives
- Help deter aggression by enhancing the state of pre-
paredness of allies and friends.
- Increase our own armed forces' effectiveness by
improving the ability of the United States, in concern with
its friend and allies, to project power in response to
threats posed by mutual adversaries.
- Support efforts to foster the ability of our forces
to deploy and operate with those of our friends and allies,
thereby strengthening and revitalizing our mutual security
relationships
.
- Demonstrate that the United States has an enduring
interest in the security of its friends and partners, and
that it will not allow them to be at a military disadvantage .
- Foster regional and internal stability, thus encouraging
peaceful resolution of disputes and evolutionary change, and
- Help to enhance United States defense production
capabilities and efficiency.
E. DECISION FACTORS
In making arms transfer decision the United States will
give due consideration to a broad range of factors including:
- the degree to which the transfer responds appropriately
to the military threats confronting the recipient
17

- whether the transfer will enhance the recipient's
capability to participate in corrective security efforts
with the United States
- whether the transfer will promote mutual interests
in countering externally supported aggression
- whether the transfer is consistent with United States
interests in maintaining stability within regions where
friends of the United States may have different objectives
- whether the transfer is compatible with the needs of
United States forces, recognizing that occasions will arise
when other nations may require scarce items on an emergency
basis
- whether the proposed equipment transfer can be absorbed
by the recipient without overburdening its military support
system or financial resources and
- whether any detrimental effects of the transfer are
more than counterbalanced by positive contributions to
United States interests and objectives.
F. SECURITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
U.S. Government provides Security Assistance Programs
in these areas:
- International Military Education and Training (IMET)
- Military Assistance Program (jyiAP)
- Military Export Sales




From the scope of the areas discussed it should be
noted that Thailand purchases of materials from the U.S




What are the organizations of the U.S. Government that
imp 1ement FMS ?
I would like to describe them using Figure 2-1 (For those
who are interested in FMS this figure should be used as a
guide to understand the organizations of the U.S. Government
that implement FMS)
.
The U.S. Security Assistance Program has its roots in U.S.
public laws which contain Security Assistance authorization,
appropriations, restrictions, and reporting relationship.
To understand how this legislation is welded into a coherent
foreign policy program, it is appropriate to briefly discuss
the roles of the three branches of the U.S. Federal Government
with respect to security assistance.
A. EXECUTIVE BRANCH
The President. Article 2 Section 1 of the United States
constitution establish the President as the single chief
executive and by inference the chief arbiter in matters of
foreign policy. Furthermore, Section 2 of this same Article
empowers the President by and with the consent of the Senate
to make treaties, and appoint ambassadors and other public
ministers. Section 3 of Article 2 authorizes the President
to receive Ambassadors and other Public Ministers .... all
essential facets of carrying out U.S. foreign policy. Finally,
2Q
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it is the U.S. Security Assistance program/budget sent to the
Congress for their consideration, which is executed once it
becomes law.
As the chief executive, the President is responsible
for all of the activities of the ELxecutive Branch. In a
subsequent section, where the Executive Branch is discussed
in more detail, it shall become apparent that the President
has numerous assistants, cabinet officers, and other sub-
ordinate officials to oversee the conduct of the U.S. security
assistance program.
B. LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
1. The Role of Congress
The Congress of the United States, as provided by
Article 1, Section 1, of the U.S. Constitution, is vested
with all legislative powers. In terms of security assistance.
Congressional power and influence are exerted in several ways.
- Development, consideration, and action on legisla-
tion to establish or amend basic security assistance autho-
rize acts.
- Enactment of appropriation acts
.
- Passage of Joint Resolutions in the form of a
Continuing Resolution Authority (CRA) to permit the incurrence
of obligations to carry on essential security assistance
program activities until appropriation action is complete.
- Hearings and investigation into special areas of
interest, to include instructions to the General Accounting
22

Office (GAO) , the Congressional Research Service (CRS) to
accomplish special reviews.
- Ratification of treaties which may have security
assistance implications.
2 . Special Congressional Offices
There are certain offices which, can have an impact
on the conduct and management of the U.S. security assistance
program. These include
- The General Accounting Office (GAO) . The GAO is
under the control and direction of the Comptroller General of
the United States, appointed by the President with the advice
and consent of Senate for a term of 15 years. The audit
authority of the GAO extends to all departments and other
agencies of the Federal Government. Among other things, the
GAO also has statutory authority to prescribe accounting
principles and standards, and settle claims by and against
the United States.
- The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) . The CBO
provides Congress with basic budget data and with analysis
of alternative fiscal, budgetary, and programatic policy
issues
.
- The Congressional Research Service, Liberty of
Congress accomplishes special studies for the Congress.
Often, these studies are concerned with Security Assistance
issues and policies.
- The Cost Accounting Standards Boards is composed
of the Comptroller General of the United States, who serves
23

as Chairman, and four members appointed by him. The Board
promulgates cost accounting standards designed to achieve
unifirmity and consistency in the cost accounting principles
followed by defense contractors and subcontractors under
Federal contracts. In as much as the Foreign Military Sales
program involves new procurement, the impact of the Board on
security assistance is apparent.
C. JUDICIAL BRANCH
The Courts. Article 3, Section of the Constitution of
the United States provides for the Federal Court system.
It is reasonable to conclude that the courts have very minimal
involvement in the day-to-day activities of security assis-
tance. However, involvement is possible should a contractor,
who is providing materials or services under a DOD contract
associated with FMS , decide to pursue legal remedy in the
event of *a dispute through the appropriate court of entry.
[Ref. 2; p. 5-1]
D. EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
It is appropriate to initially review certain organiza-
tions having an impact on Security Assistance within the
Executive Office of the President.
1. National Security Council
The National Security Council (NSC) is undoubtedly
the highest foreign policy advisory council in nation.
Chaired by the President of the United States, its statutory
member include the Vice President and the Secretaries of
24

state and Defense. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
is the statutory military advisor and the Director of Central
Intelligence is its intelligence advisor. The function of
the Council is to advise the President with respect to the
integration of domestic, foreign, and military policies
relating to national security. Certainly, many security
assistance issues fall into this category.
2 . Office of Management and Budget
The Office of Management and Budget (0MB) assists
the President in the development of the Federal budget.
Security assistance budgetary accounts are displayed in the
documents making up The budget of the United States Government,
With respect to foreign military sales, for example, 0MB is
highly interested in the impact on DOD military and civilian
manpower, facilities, performing accounts, and so forth.
E. DEPARTMENT OF STATE ROLE IN FMS
Foreign Military Sales, as a part of the Security Assis-
tance Program, support the foreign policy and security
objectives of the United States. Sales have, in the past,
improved foreign countries internal order and increased the
prospects for regional stability, thereby reducing the like-
lihood of direct U.S. military involvement.
In the Executive Branch of the U.S. Government, the
Department of States has primary responsibility, under the
direction of the President, for implementing foreign policy




















































Secretary of State, Department of State, in matters of
foreign policy is stated explicitly in the Arms Export
Control Act and Executive Order 115Q1. The authority of
the Secretary of State includes approval authority for all
military sales.
F. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ROLE IN FMS
In the Foreign Military Sales Program, the Department
of Defense is the primary agency that implements the sale.
Its scope or responsibilities include:
- Assisting the customer in determining its requirements
as related to a specific system or support.
- Contracting for the weapon system development, produc-
tion and delivery to the FG.
- Providing training construction and logistic support.
- Collecting the purchase price from the FG and paying
the contractor.
- Management of the contract.
- Sales of defense articles and defense services from
stocks of DOD.
In carrying out its responsibilities the DOD provides
pricing, production, scheduling, and delivering details to
eligible FGs , on approval of the sale by the Department of
State, and determination that the. sale will be in the national
interest of the U.S.. After the request for purchase has been
approved, usually based upon an inquiry from an FG for a
Price and Availability (P&A), of a defense system or services,
27

the DOD responds to the request by the issuance of a Letter
of Offer CLOA) (a Letter of Offer becomes a letter of Offer
and Acceptance on signature by the FGl . In addition, the law
provides that for order of $14 million or more and less than
$50 million for major defense equipment, DOD submits the
proposed sale to Congress for review.
Details of pricing, contracting, production, delivery
and follow-up support are generally the responsibility of the
Military Department whose system or service is involved, and
the industry or industries that will actually produce the
equipment.
The Military Departments functional activities conducted
in the implementation of the FMS include: preparation of
data necessary for program planning and budgeting; advice
and recommendations on program modifications; procurement
and delivery of materials; inclusion and actual LOAs for the
military sales cases; and coordination and implementation of
actions necessary to accomplish delivery of end items; rela-
ted training; and logistic support.
1 . Office of the Secretary of Defense Organization
in FMS
As shown in Figure 2-3, the Assistance Secretary of
Defense International Security Affairs (ASD/ISA) (also ASD/IS?)
is the principal staff assistant to the Secretary of Defense
in the functional field of International Security which
encompasses Foreign Military Sales. ASD/ISA formulates
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agencies in matters which concern Security Assistance, policy
and guidance. The Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA)
to the Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security
Affairs (ASD/ISA) who carries the responsibilities of the
Secretary of Defense under the Arms Export Control Act of
1976, and the executive orders and directive relating to the
administration of military assistance and foreign military
sales.
The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense/Security
Assistance and as DSAA, is responsible for the implementation
and monitoring of approved programs through the military
departments and agencies within the Department of Defense.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense, International
Security Affairs (ASD/ISA) (including ASD/ISP) retains, at
his level, the final decision authority for development and
implementation of FMS policy. ASD/ISA reports to the Secre-
tary of Defense through the Under Secretary of Defense for
Policy, and the Deputy Secretary of Defense.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense, International
Security Policy (ASD/ISP) supports the Sec Def and USD/Policy
in the area of Security Assistance policy, primarily in
European and NATO countries.
In accordance with ASD/ISA guidelines, DSAA acts as
FMS action/coordination/implementation group for ASD/ISA. In
this role, DSAA handles, all FMS matters for the Secretary of
Defense, coordinating with multiple offices; passing recom-
mendations to, and implementing actions approved by, ASD/ISA
or an authority at a higher level.
30

Frequent internal coordination takes place within
the ASD/ISA Regional; Planning and Policy; Legal; and Inter-
national Economic Affairs Offices. The Department of State
also conducts internal coordination between its Regional
and Political-Military Offices. Within the Office of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Regional and Policy Offices
coordinate
.
Coordination within OSD is expanded, when necessary,
to include Research and Engineering (OUSDR&E) Munitions
Control; Industrial Security Comptroller and Legislative
Affairs Offices.
Organizational relationships of OSD: Joint Chiefs
of Staff. The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) are the principal
military advisers to the President.
Unified Commands: Three unified commands have
responsibilities for the conduct of the U.S. Security
Assistance Program within their respective regions. They
include: the United States European Command (EUCOM) ; the
United States Pacific (PACOM) ; and the United States Southern
Command (SOUTHCOM) . The functions of the unified commands
include such as : making recommendations to the JCS and the
Secretary of Defense, commanding and supervising the MAAGs
in matters that are not functions or responsibilities of the
Chiefs of the U.S. Diplomatic Missions.
2 . Military Assistance Advisory Groups (MAAGs)
The role of the Military Assistance Advisor Groups
(MAAGs) in the country in the past is conveyed by their title
31

.... to provide military assistance advice. These groups
have provided a meaningful liaison role with the military
and political elements of countries around the world. They
report to both the Ambassador or Mission Chief and to the
United Commands.
3 . Defense Agencies
Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSSA) . DSAA is
established as a separate agency of the DOD under the
direction, authority, and control of ASD/ISA. Some of the
functions of DSAA are
:
- Administration and supervision of security
assistance planning and programs.
- Conducting international logistics and sales
negotiation with foreign countries.
- Managing the credit financing program.
- Making determinations with respect to the
allocation of FMS administrative funds. [Ref. 2: p 5-25]
G. DEFENSE LOGISTIC AGENCY (DLA).
DLA is a DOD agency under the. control of ASD/MRA&L. The
mission of DLA is to provide a source of supply (other than
procurement from the international logistics offices of the
Military Services) to fill FG requirements. Unlike the
efforts of the Military Services, DLA does not purchase new
equipments, material or services for FMS.
I would like to describe "Excess Property" and "Blanket
Open-End Accounts" in this chapter because they pertain to DLA,
32

"Excess Property" is equipment or material which U.S.
Military Services have declared e-xcess to their requirements,
due to long supply or to obsolescence resulting from techno-
logical advances. It may also be property reported as no
longer required by their FGs who were recipients of military
equipment under Military Assistance or Grant Aid Programs.
DLA's Foreign Military Sales Pamphlet provides procedural
information for implementation of Excess Property FMS . [Ref.
1: p 3-20]
"Blanket Open-End Accounts" (.BOE).- FMS require standard
DD Form 1513, Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA) . We will
study the details of documents in the next chapter. Normally,
these transactions are cash sales, implemented by one of the
following two procudures : 1) total sale amount (in U.S.
dollars) forwarded with the accepted LOA, or 2) deductions
are from FG funds deposited in advance into Blanket
Open-End (BOE) accounts at the. Defense Property Disposal
Service (DPDS) , a DLA field organization. The advance
deposit BOE is a signed, open-ended DD Form 1513, on file
with a headquarters who is authorized to make offers for
future procurement of Excess Property. As material is
ordered, billing is applied against the DD Form 1513 funds.
Thus, incremental sales are deducted from the running balance
of the deposit. BOE arrangements provide the most efficient
method for filling an FG requirement, resulting in significant
reduction in processing time, as well as in the number of
documents actually processed. [Ref. 1: p. 3-21]
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Upon receiving a signed LOA/DD Form 1513 with, payment,
the initiating DLA Headquarters prepares and distributes one
(or more). DPDS Form 175 Transfer Order (s) authorizing release
and shipment of the property, in accordance with the instruc-
tions contained in the accepted DD Form 1513. DPDS Form 176
also serves as a notice of availability to freight forwarders
in those instances when specific shipping instructions must
be issued, prior to shipment.
The objective of the DLA FMS program is to maximize the
utilization of excess property, to contribute favorably to
both U.S. and foreign government national security objectives,
and to support foreign policy, as set by the U.S. Department
of State,
H. DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
In my thesis I would like to write only about the organi-
zation of the U.S. Navy that will pertain to the Royal Thai
Navy
.
The Navy has a centralized organization for handling
security assistance matters. Within the Office of the Chief
of Naval Operations under the direction of the Deputy Chief
for Plans, Policy and Operations, is located the Security
Assistance Division (Code OP-63) . This division formulates
and implements security assistance policy for the Navy. In
addition, all interface with other government agencies is
conducted by OP-6 3. In the Navy, sales negotiations for all
types of FMS cases are carried out by OP-6 3, which then





















































































































The Naval Material Command has a significant role in
the security assistance process. Within Naval I^aterial
Command, COMNAVSUPSYSCOM CSUP-0 7). , Deputy Commander for
Security Assistance is NAVMAT ' s counterpart to OP-6 3 in
CNO. The function of NAVSUP is to provide centralized
planning, cooperation and management of FMS cases within
the Naval iMaterial Command (NMC) . NAVSUP controls and
coordinates the implementation of policy decision in NMC
.
Naval Material Command is organized into five functional
producer commands (NAVAIR SYSCOM, NAVSEA SYSCOM, NAVELEXSYS-
COM, NAVFACENGCOM and NAVSUPSYSCOM) . These commands are
responsible for acquisition and logistics support of NMC
cognizance weapons systems, equipment, training and services
contracted for under FMS. The system command and their
field activities are the working level of the material
acquisition process, and are organized to manage, the
following functional activities.
- Financial Accounting Control
- Contract Management
- Research and Development
- Logistic Support
- Engineering and Acquisition
The system command level is where the detailed management
of security assistance programs take place. Within each of
the commodity-oriented systems commands is a small group for
Security Assistance policy, coordination and monitoring.
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However, the system project office charged with the
implementation of the sale is the same office that handles
the U.S. weapon system. In the acquisition of a large
system, the project manager must coordinate with all activi-
ties involved, including procurement offices. Inventory
Control Points (ICPS), test facilities, overhaul points,
contractors and the Chief of Naval Education and Training.
Price and availability data for a system sale is normally
developed under the direction of the project manager.
Under the Naval Supply Systems Command are the three
Navy ICPs: The Aviation Supply Office (ASO) , the Navy
Publication and Forms Center (NPFC) , and the Ships Parts
Control Center (SPCC) . These ICPs are instrumental in
developing price and availability for secondary items. In
addition, the ICPs develop lists of concurrent spare parts
and the equity lists required for Cooperative Logistics
Supply Support Arrangements (.CLSSAs) . When requisitions are
received for FMS programs, the determination is made, at the
ICP whether material will be issued from stock or whether
the ICP must buy the item. Within each of the ICPs is a
small group dedicated to overseeing security assistance
programs, but the bulk of the work is done by regular
inventory managers and technical personnel.
One Navy organization that is unique to security assis-
tance is the Navy International Logistics Control Office
(NAVILCO) . NAVILCO controls all security assistance
requisitions and provides the foreign customer supply and
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shipping states, as well as providing delivery status of
requisitions to the Security Assistance Accounting Center
(SAAC) . NAVILCO is also involved with the financial control
of FMS programs, since it records all obligational/expenditure
authorities from SAAC and the Office of the Comptroller of the
Navy, and in turn distributes these authorities to the appro-
priate activity. From NAVILCO, may be obtained the status of



















































































What are the important documents that we use in FMS?
There are documents that we should know in procurement by
FMS:
A. LETTER OF INTENT (LOI)_
The LOI is divided into two forms
:
1. DP Form 2012
This term is used to finance procurement of long lead
time items prior to the issuance of DD Form 1513, Letter of
Offer and Acceptance (Figure 3-1) .
2. DD Form 2012-1
This form is used to finance procurement of long-lead
time items during the period between issuance of a DD Form
1513, and acceptance by the purchasing country (Figure 3-2)
.
Both forms specified dollar limitation on the liabil-
ity of the purchasing country for the procurement of the long-
lead time items. It is necessary that all cost-reimbursement
contracts awarded to implement a Letter of Intent (procurement
as well as research and development) , include a limitation of
Cost or Funds clause. The clause may be deleted by contract
amendment after the FG has signed the Letter of Offer and
Acceptance
.
The use of the Letter of Intent does not constitute
authorization to take implementing action in advance of
40

UNITED STATES DEPAflTMENT OF DEFENSE
LETTER OF INTENT
ruMCMASCn (/<•<•* •»4 irt<i^n<
(r^rTtmm*r-§ Htfmrvnt iCam M»mn/mrf
Th« Government of.
fcrtJng ihrough iU MinLsOy of Defense (hereinafter referred to a the "Purchaser") hereby declares iLs
firm intent to procure, xxnder United Staies Armi Export Control Act (AECA) procediues, from the
Covemment of the United States, the foUowmg defense articles and defense lerncea.
1. It li undentood that the United SUtn Department of the
plant to prwent to the Purchaser a Letter of Offer ard Acceptance (DO Form !513) within
day* ifter a^nature of this Letter of Intent. Purchaser intends to sigji vud Letter of Offer and Accept-
ance not later than
__________
days after receipt. Except to t.Se extent directly tnconsist£nt with
the provisions hereof, the terras and condidoas iet forth on Annex A of DD Form 1513 wvU
apply to ail activities undertaken pursuant to this Letter of Intent, and the estimated costs of such
activities will be included in the Letter of Offer and Acceptance. In pwticuJar, Conditions B.3, B.9,
and C on Annex A of DD Form 1513 are hereby incorporated by reference and made an integral
part of this Letter of Intent. This Letter of Intent shall be superseded upon Purchaser's signature of
tfie Letter of Offer and Acceptance.
2. In anticipation of the Purchaser's signaiure of the above-mentiohed Letter of Offer and Accept-
nce the Purchaser commits his Government to the following:
(t) In order to permit the United States Government to proceed Immediately with the purchase
of long lead time items and to cover associated administrative expenses, the United Stat^a Department
of the ^_____________________^____ is herewiLh authorjted to incur obUgiitions and exper.d up to
the sum of S
' (which includes alt eilimated termination cottz) on an FMS depend-
able undertaking basis, to be exceeded only in the event of a decision by either a Court or Board which
i'Kreues the contractor's entitlement.
(b) The Purchaser agree* to pay the full amount of such authorized oblipations and to make
Ainds available in such amounts and at such times as may be requested by the United States X3ovemment
for expenditures against tuch obligations.
(c) It XM estimated that the cost of the lon^ lead time items, associated administrative expenses
nd estimated termination coats will not exceed the amount set forth in subparagraph (a) of this para-
ICraph. However, if at any time prior to Purchaser's siitroture of the above-mentioned Letter of Offer
and Acceptance, the United States Department of the has
reason to believe that the costs which it expects to incur in the performance of this Letter of Intent
will exceed the amount lel forth in subparagraph (a) of this parsersph. it ihaJl profnpUy notify th*?
Purchaser in wnting to that effect. The notice shall state the estimated amount of and the date by which
DD/J^,,2012 •OITIOM 0» I «! It IS OaSOCCTfl.




\i\t additional obliuational authority (by a new or modified Letter of Intent) will b« required from the
Purchaser in order to continue performance under this Letter of In ten L If. a/tcr such notification, the
additional obligational authority is not (mnted by the date set forth in the nolificadon, the United
States Government is authorized, in its discretion, to terminate any and ail activities under this Letter
of Intent at Purchaser's expense, in accordance with subpara^rraph (b) above, in an amount not to
exceed the amount »et forth in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph.
3. This Letter of Intent does not prejudice the Purchaser's decision on the acceptance of th«
Letter of Offer. Moreover, the Purchaser may cancel all or any part of this Letter of Intent at any Ume
by notifying the United States Gcvennment. Upon receipt of such noti.Hcation the United States
Government is authorized to terminate any and all activities initiated hereunder, at Purchaser's expense,
in accordance with paia^Taph. 2(b), in an amount not to exceed the amount set forth in paragraph 2(a).
4. In the event of such cancellation or termination, the United States Government will use its
best efforts to minimize any termination costs.
5. Certain items for which procurements may be initiated hereunder are normally the subject of
definitization or provisioning conferences, at which specific items and quanQties are agreed upon. If
it IS necessary to place any such items on order prior to any such conference, the United States Depart-
ment of the is authorized to do so, using its best judgment, and wiU
furnish a list of the items so ordered at the conference.
Dated
iTrpt* Samt sMd T/(irJ
Accepted this day of , 19.




UNITED STATES OEPAflTMENT OF DEFENSS
LETTER OF INTENT
'V«MCMA&< A (.V«|R« tn^ ja<x»»
IfMfhamt't M*lir^at*t <Cm« Idtfli/Mrt
The Government of
.
acting through its Ministry of Defenve (hereinai'ter referred to as the "Purchaser") hereby declirei lU
finn intent to procure, under United States Anns Export Control Act (A ECA) procedures, from the
Government of the United States, the following defense articles and defense services.
1. A Letter of Offer and Acceptance {DD Form 1513) for such defense articles and defense
services was issued to the Purchaser by the United States Deparcnent^of the
on 19 - Purchaser intends to sien said Letter of Offer and Accept-
•nee not later than days ajfter receipt. Except to the extent directly inconsistent with the pro-
visions hereof, the terms and conditions set forth on Annex A of DD Form 1513 will :pply to
all activities undertaken pursuant to this Letter of Intent, the estimated costs of which activities have
been included in the Letter of Offer and Acceptance. la particular. Conditions 3 3. 3.9, ird C on
Annex A of DD Form 1513 ore hereby inccrporzted by reference and made an mt^^rol part nf t.his
Letter of Intent. This Letter of Intent shall be superseded upon Purchaser'sjigrctuxe of the Letter
of Offer and Acceptance.
2. In anticipation of the Purchaser's signature of the above-mentioned Letter of Offer and Accept-
*nc« the Purchaser commits his Government to the following:
(a) In order to permit the United States Government to proceed immediately with the pur-
chase of long lead time items and to cover associated administrative expenses, the United States Depart-
ment of the IS herewith authorized to 'ncur oblirauor.s ind expend up
to the sum of S (which includes all estimated termination casts) on an FMS depend-
able undertaking basis, to be exceeded only in the event of a decision by either a Court or 3oard whicn
increases the contractor's entitlement.
(b) The Purchaser agrees to pay the full amount of such authorized oblizations and to .T^ake
Ajnds available in such amounts and at such times as may be requested by the United States Govern-
ment for expenditures agiirut such obligations. ^
(c) It is estimated that the cost of the long lead time items, associated administrative expenses
and estimated trrmination costs will not exceed the amount set forth in subparujaph (a) of this pan-
graph. However, if it any time poor to Purchaser's signature of the above-menuoned Letter of Offer
and Accepunce, the United States Department of the has reason to believe
that the costs which it expects to incur in the performance of this Letter of Intent will exceed the
amount set forth in lubparaeraph (a) of this paramTph. it shail promptly notify the Purchaser in writing
to that effect. The notice shall state the estimated amount of and the date by which the additionaJ
'
obligalional authority (by a neui or modified Letter of Intent) will be required from the Purchaser Ji
DD.:".r„2Q12-1 (OiTiOM o' • '( >• IS otsoktrt.




*order to continue performance under thii Letter of Intent. If, after such notification, the additional
oiiliRaUonai authority is not fffanted by the date set forth in the notification, the United States Govern-
ment is authorized, in »ta discretion, to terminate any and all activities under thia Letter of Intent at
l*urchaser'i experiae, in accordance with subparagraph (b) above, in an amount not to exceed the amount
$ct forth in subparagraph (a) of this paragraph.
3. This Letter of Intent does not prejudice the Purchaser's decision on the acceptance of the
Ixrtter of Offer. Moreover, the Purchaser may cancel all or any part of this Letter of Intent at any time
l>y notifying the United States Government. Upon receipt of such notification the United States Govern-
ment is authorized to terminate any and all activities initiated hereunder, at Purchaser's expense, in
accordance with paragraph 2(b), in an amount not to exceed the amount set forth in paragraph 2(a).
4. In the event of such cancellation or termination, the United States Government will use its best
efforts to minimize any termination costs.
5. Certain items for which procurements may be initiated hereunder are nomally the subject of
definitiration or provisioning conferences, at which specific items and quantities axe arreed upon. If it
is necessary to place any such items on order prior to any such conference, the United States Department
of the is authorized to do so, using its best judgment, and wUl furnish a
list of the Items so ordered at the conference.
Dated.
fTtp*^ S»mf mn4 TilUt
Accepted this day of
, 19





compliance with the statutory reporting requirement of the
Arms Export Control Act, as amended special procedures apply
to any such Letter of Intent, regardless of dollar amount,
when either the case (DD Form 1513) is estimated to total
$50 million or more, or when it is for the sale of defense
equipment for $14 million or more.
If production scheduling requirements demand procure-
ment of long-lead time items in advance of full compliance
with the Arms Export Control Act, as amended, the Military
Department concerned promptly forwards its recommendation to
the Direction, DSAA, a modified version of the DD Form 2012
will be provided to the Military Department by DSAA on a
case-by-case basis.
B. LETTERS OF OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE (LOA)
1. DD Form 1513
The Letter of Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513)
when signed by the purchasing country, becomes the contractual
document between the Foreign Government (FG) and the U.S.
Government (see Figure 3-3) .
Instructions for preparing the United States Depart-
ment of Defense Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513)
- Block (1) Purchase
For a country, enter "Government of ..." and
show the office and address.
For an international organization, enter the




- Block (2) Purchaser's Reference
The reference may be a letter, telegram, oral
request, pertinent data, etc.
- Block (3) Case Identifier
Enter the country code, implementing agency code,
and case designator.
- Block (4) Signature
Should be filled in by an authorized U.S. Military
Department or defense agency.
- Block (5) Typed Name and Title
Type or stamp the name and title of the U.S.
representative who signed Block (4).
- Block (6) Address
Enter the name of the issuing organization along
with the address.
- Block (7) Date
Enter the day, month and the year that the LOA is
submitted to DSAA for counter signature.
- Block (3) This offer expires
Enter the appropriate expiration date, normally
8 5 days from the date in Block (.7)
- Block (9) Countersignature
The authorized representative within DSAA Comptroller
for Contersignature of the LOA should sign in this block.
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QIMHAt CONOlTIOfa *—• *
I Mill! I* l«*iM ««r« iivtwft trmm a% OvtMviawM *f Opr«««« (ftiw«««fl« *«#«w«4 )• M *t>Od ifMk* aiMl r#t*w«««. ar ito ^a^M^
ili»« «Mv i«vn« •«« . .jm4m<m«« t<«TCMM« w^tii (XV> «*«•««•«• MM i<M^t-*N#v* *k«« r>M«««««M f* •** Kcrft*««». i^ L>O0 aAaa. i« §«*•**<
»^t*»>. i*« ^liiin •«/««« u>«* «IM U«»M« >lMr« OvO « aMvtv im ! nil Im •••mmwi* «* mi »«« mv^wsmW «il 1 BawiM •potvmw tm
V%C .*»^ '^^a wn^'ii t- itv^M ••<*« «>«At«««. •*« ««•<• «i iin MMkOT •!(*»«« m '^ ••*»«i (wm*** «• <*••«« i*« m<*««iw or ««vc«4 c*^
Vifc 3**4, «««tM iM 't.«4i«M« » •M»»v««i« trwmfw4 W-«w i« «.. ' A« « 'k M««ai ^f t*v*M* •• >• r«w« c>«4 *»*»•** irtaclM Mt.'*^ **••
• • la >JJ.»»^. tik* t V. ••f«*«« •* .«!• ..f ^ ..•«i« %nri4 •• lft« »<««I«MV Hal ill f^ t'V**. >•<'. ««•*«» •* WHMMI 'ttl^ff
• %mBm I* J<»>w »«« MM t-lft •• «»• «••• (• r»» f^flhvw* m )«• ••««• 0mm0 ^ t*.»iw I »«ft«f«M «^cW«4 • ifc« 0»T«r
tm^ \4r*«i*'*«« •»•• t#V^»Y| t.* 4W«*<« afHCtM (Wi><«**^ '0» ««W »•» » *• ^%««fc«WV. lAn «^ •««•«*«« •-* *« Iti* •«Mt«fMlWVn kMtf«i« UfUtlW*.
•«• f.«^^t t» «.*««« •<.»• f.<*«<««^ .!..« ^«.>%. .»« .4 •^m.Mt %« M ih« I.' 5 ^,^ **„,*« w<« i« n<W4. m»«« .« «!•.**« vrtVftrW
a>*«v\MMn «• tj»f»«v fc»p*«t •'* *»—^ M***'—*> •* >*• •!«*«• t« tA« «M^wMr« 4«b««r» r iiai « , i-a, im^ ^,._j ,^ ^^ ^^^ j^,^ ^
1 .^^wat Ute«. • UfUvM ^a>Mt«B ip»v«<r«i. CZC ttmmtw* rt««n« w^ (»« • MTu^Lt —ifM_i ««rv« tt ««•• «* saMl
«> 4« frv« «t<««f« iw <4«^M» )•• r«c<«M«» <w >*« iw«ftu«*/«4 mi#tr««ftir*w« %) 00 fw 111 V]
111 .rf »« ^^oltaM. «*• .«r.«# !*« ««« r« - .. -««« ^ .^ -€«.•«•* T—4 V—.- « «w« «tf !• ,««,«.
fl) WrVV (IIM«A« Iftv MTWMI W»M|««tk|: M*
(i| «#««v 4p«t« wMca «n«fiM »^»rfWjwfti ttftrt ttm w^tm^ i^^ 4«4«««rr <iaM«4
C TW use «4k kw«^ra>. w «• %•« tfT«rt« i* 4a«ff«r «•«• «r r*i««« if^t »» f«r 1^ cmomn m^ «« i)^ -|„,. ^__m^
• UaA«* »iWiB) anj .«a»>fli«| nrcwMMoacn w*^ ifw —m—! mi«i«u o4 tH* t'n««4 lt«m ^ rv^av*^. ii^ tj%c
_t f^ >«*« i«
t«ftiMM«X Th» LSU iJk*a k« »*^—»—*» for tit *99mmMuam <mn otf ••• mufttw tnwmimf Irm^a nmtm*mtvmam <» ii.Mp»n t» at ,jij, j ia« »v»9*«ik.
r Vlft« »Ww*4 I* iM* rttfcfWM* twv MVf**"*** tw-w4 »^wrt ir « »ir« fv^w <« ft« at «ft<n* W ift» r,M«i <9«^ ^^ q/ j«»<tfv« ««4
firtliWW «f llM On«* *«ij A<C*VU*C9. A«4 V* MM t9^m9W^ l« (WOT WTVBrifM m Mi»f 9T^<» O^fm Mta A<C«««»«««« (»# (l«« ^WVlWMV.
ft Ww*^ t*H y<^«i«i^< p«*4o«««*t *»<>!»— mr^*€9% n n -w t h«4ot tftn Offvr 4*4 Acr«vi»*v« -miAI «•« povforfw Mrt 4«tw* W • <a^
k»U«t •MMV*. i«c(iK4*«f ••* </M4i»« r«tMP*« fn xmm^K- *4^«*<M. a# uffMrcr^* >>«i>iMH ju«4*ac# rrt«<*Mi« rai^ll *«ti««M». MMtMM !>• b*«<p4
Sunt m caaaifiw <'m» ii^ xWotwr* t^f (ftv*« <l«(«^«* t«r«K«v
•, *rf»— > <h«f « ia» «—t»BW M I* tMH»^<<w<M •! LMt«« 9iM« tmr^am^A f«r ra» ynfw—n W tarn Off* «*4 Actrpa—. iftv USC
MCll i>yiw Hi 9s««wiwt. A<kai4i«4l*. fiatar* 9« f^ ^wcvw* '9 •(*«• tiNwr> 7*YN«r«r« ^ ia« »imm9m% tfwv m«% rr^^M •<« Avian t» rvMravi pav>
f«»aa««« ftf CX>0 coMUKtort. cla^aw **« .o««««<tan f>« iM«*aw4 cmn (uida4iA« (M« a««w w^ai^aa* imcwm ci>u»W ttM«ia »v <^»««ci<w« for
wr^iiii— laiiM^ tm f«ra«c* «W r<Mi«*<« ^ trfia 11 n of cuimu »t tav L'5C < *•« « «iMr «#*« Oir«n ••« *ui»hmiw «« iJk* Fm iI—
ft T>^ ^ACMJkMM:
I. ttM mw #• ift» UlC IM wmk CMt !• 4M use •* tm mw^ ra» rf fft* t^«| f«M* ««i fm mmmmmtm .iwi—1— « fH* OKm
S. Hharii a«A« f»TaMt4«| tm ta» mi ftt cftraM*! m ^ w* xairfa* fayaMi m Ximmm% Hm «•«« t« (• Ttimmm W *•• U«««4
1^ AaA. *f ''T«n»«'' >»ari/» "fM* ««• MV»wa««v' fapww« ww* ift«t Offw Mi4 1 miiiB— • rtavft «r ««« ifa—/it at iiM fail •«•»•«•
tfi^M m '*• >mama4 total cum. «•# «av«»« •• Maa* Mck MMMM^al r«VM*"*1>l a* >«* ft* >#»n<W4 «« aMifWaiMa of coal i*M«M«ufta«4
MV«a«lt| r«f fiMWt !• tm'^w i««ft Kicfaia*
b. Agaa« if "T«rmt'* i«a<t/ia« ««*«««• t« ft* "oi* «*w f<* JBllw>t* m mf w iha USC mcA vflivaMi •• mm* tMMa m auv ft* i >t i iWi<
ftwa uiar t« iuH» ft* tft« USfi jHMiMrfMtt •«» -a***! >s«v«m« wt f«*iii mmj«« "Tot bi^"^ •« igftw i« ww vavMWM fa^— *»**<< '«« «ttr«% 9« Mmcaa
t« W rwaaafta^ N«« *fta fVMMxn W (»• US OwaM^owiM al Omtr^m. USC f««atf«» f<» fa««« m^\ fta *«w4 a« «titmat«4 t w^^mrnmtn^ t* c«<av fo*»
MHa4 ,wii*aa«M v# w<<*»*t a* ^.lu* i* pr««^a d»r»)Ma »T*i «a. u « USC paftr? i* vMH* (««• «• «•«« » a^ia«a« W ta» fw OOO >••• %mtm
4Miaaawft «» mkiv*« «»»>»* t>« ftaaaitf of ift* Pwrftiaat.
C ^^tifc, tf 'Tfva«* i»n rf» pvaaMM ft^ *«»naa—» l al ii lal 111 1" la ««v i* ift* USC um« •««» m M«fe ri»ii m mmf «• i<i » i <1 l <
>•« ^mm !• iMa» ftv iiM USC 4«MiMJi«f •«« •«««l dtnpvM wt r<irtft iiaf 'Tfrwa ~> m •tUm t« «mm MwaMaaa raM«tf«4 ftv co«OTftCTt <m«ot vaacto
— «• ftaim ^*«<wa4. «*« ta* «*«•«#* Mi4 <aa*« that m»f »<erva. ar ft«M aiaw#*, ^r^m 1 1 ww laiai— a4 taat»%at% ftv im* uSC ft ttaaaa ^
^V«aaaa«\ oacw^a— af tit« Qtr** ««4 A«ca««a*«v aairiaa yway^y ^T. ftiwa^. USC (aa«*«n 'or faM« («a* fta fcaav* apaa #w«au*«« r*i«ta«a>
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- Block. (10 Typed Name and Title
Type the name and title of the DSAA Comptroller
who signed Block (9)
.
- Block (11) DSAA. Accounting Activity
The following address should be placed in this
block. AFAFC-SACC, Lowry AFB , Denver, Colorado 80279,
- Block (12) Item or Reference No.
For programs which involve more than one item,
enter a separate number for each item.
- Block (13) Item Description
Insert the Generic Code and MASL line data for
each item. In addition the National Stock Number (NSN)
and/or part number, as appropriate, and a complete
description of the material/services should be entered.
- Blocks (14 through 17)
Quantity, Unit of issue, unit cost and total
cost are self-explanatory.
- Block (18) Availability and Remarks
Enter one or more codes from paragraph 3, 4, and
5 of the Explanatory Notes on page 3 of the DD Form 1513.
Also enter specific 20) delivery dates, as applicable.
- Block (19) and (20)
Offer Release Code and Delivery Term code
- Block (21) Estimated Cost
Enter the value in whole dollars but they should
not include any administrative or accessorial charges.
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- Block (22) Estimated Packing, Crating and
Handling Cost
Enter the value in whole dollars based on the
prescribed percentages as set forth, in DODI 2140.1, or
actual costs, if appropriate. Do not show the percentage
rate usad in determining the cost contained in this block.
- Block (23) Estimated General Administrative Costs.
Enter like Block (.221 .
- Block (24) Estimated charges for supply support
arrangement.
Enter like Block (.2 2) .
- Block (25) Other estimated costs.
Enter like Block (22) . If there are several
specific costs, identify each in Block 13.
- Block (26) Estimated total costs.
Enter the costs in whole dollars (total of Blocks
(21) through (25) .
- Block (27) Terms.
Enter appropriate terms of sale in accordance with
the guidance (See Chapter G, Part 3 of the DSAA Military
Assistance and Sales Manual)
.
- Block (28) Amount of initial deposit.
If the terms of this LOA an initial deposit is
required and has been stated in Block (2 7) , the dollar amount
in whole dollars of this initial deposit should be entered.
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- Block (29) through (37) These blocks should be
filled in by the authorized representative of the purchasing
government.
- The name and telephone number of the action officer
responsible for the preparation of the DD Form 1513 should
appear at the bottom of all copies submitted to DSAA for
countersignature, excluding the original.
From DD Form 1513, if the purchaser checks the
quantity, item description etc. and he does not agree he
can ask the U.S. Government to change the details that he
wants. DD Form 1513 will be contract when the purchaser
signed the signature in Block 31, otherwise it would not
be a contract.
2. DD Form 1513-1
Purpose : Circumstances frequently require that
changes be made to an executed DD Form 1513. There are.
times when U.S. interests are best served by processing
amendments to cover small changes in scope, since adminis-
trative reasons sometimes preclude the preparation of new
LOA's, or make it difficult and costly to do so. The
amendment to a LOA, DD Form 1513-1, should be used to meet
only minimum essential administrative needs. Minor changes
in scope such as changes or requirements within FMS training
cases, increases in time of performance minor increases in
quantity of a definitive quantity case.
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Instruction for preparing the United States Department
of Defense Amendment to Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513-1)
.
For the various Blocks it is nearly the same as DD
Form 1513 (See Figure 3-4) except sequent number of block and
increasing same block such as:
- Block (3) Amendment No.
Enter a consecutive "numerical" amendment number.
Do not reuse a number once it has been assigned to an Offer
to Amend.
- Block (12) Purpose of the Amendment
Describe the purpose of th,e amendment.
- Block (14) through (19)
Enter complete description of amendment action.
Describe whether the action is an addition, or deletion.
Instructions for preparing the United States Depart-
ment of Defense.
3. DD Form 1513-2
Purpose: The DD Form 1513-1 should be used only if
the revision requires purchaser acceptance before implementa-
tion. If the revision is a unilateral change on the part of
the USG to the terms and conditions of the LOA, which does
not require purchase acceptance, the DD Form 1513-2, Notice
of Modification of Offer and Acceptance, should be provided
to the purchaser.
DD Form 1513-2 is utilized to record modifications
to an existing LOA, e.g. decreases in scope, and changes not
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Of DEFENSE
AMENDMENT TO OFFER ANO ACCEPTANCE
•«« **4 4tftfwa»» •/« t •«#•
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UMTlW ISMAWlTIO. •*c« I a*
>aa<(
Figure 3-4. United States Department of
Defense Amendment To Offer and Acceptance
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affecting the scope of an LOA. Examples of such changes
are price increases, deletions of items or decrease in
the quanities of items to be sold, changes or extensions
exceeding 90 days of delivering commitment date.
For Form DD 1513-2, see Figure 3-5.
Some Block that should be noted.
- Block (3) Notice No.
Use Arabic numbers in consecutive sequence. Do
not mix Notice Numbers with Amendment Numbers.
- Block (7) Department
Enter the appropriate U.S. Military Department
or Defense Agency.
- Block (22) through. (25)^ Acknowledgement of Receipt
An Authorized official of the foreign customer
should sign and forward the document to the Military Depart-
ment of Defense Agency concerned to ensure that the Notice of
Modification has been received.
Processing Letters of Offer for $50 million or more
or for major defense equipment of $14 million or more.
Section 36 of the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) , as amended,
requires that Congress must be provided with notification of
all Letters of Offer to sell any defense articles or services
for $50 million or more, or any major defense equipment of





UNITED STATES OEfARTMENT Of DEFENSE
NOTICE OF MODIFICATION OF OFFEfl ANO ACCEPTANCE
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Figure 3-5. United Statas Department of Defense
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lSU-1.
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Under FMS, there are two separate kinds of pricing actions
. . . one relating to the entering of estimated prices on the
DD Form 1513 and the other relating to the pricing of DOD
contracts with private vendors to accomplish the requirements
specified on DD Form 1513.
The DD Form 1513 is used to submit prices to the purchaser
country unless a waiver is obtained from the Director, DSAA.
When a waiver is granted, the same elements of cost as provided
for the DD Form 1513 are used.
The following elements must be considered when developing
an FMS price.
- Cost of the item/service (purchase price, inventory
value, etc.)
- Nonrecurring RDT&E and Production Costs
- Recurring Support Costs
- Asset Use Charge
- Accessorial Costs
- Administrative Charge.
FMS pricing can be combined into two major categories:
Base Price and Authorized Surcharges.
- The Base Price generally refers to the cost of the




- The Authorized Surcharge, on the other hand, relates
to the application of a charge. (Often on a percentage or
pro-rate basis)
.
For the various prices above I would like to describe
some of them here
:
B. SOME OF THE FMS PRICES
1. Nonrecurring Costs
An objective for this cost is to ensure a FMS customer
pays a fair price for the value of his nonrecurring investment
in the manufacture of the products and/or development of the
related technology. In accordance with DOD 214 0.2, recoupment
of these costs is required in those instances where the invest-
ment costs exceed the following dollar thresholds.
- With respect to products and technology . . . non-
recurring research, development, test and evaluation CRDT&E)
costs of $5 million or more to develop related products and
technology.
- With respect to products . . . nonrecurring production
costs of $5 million or more.
- With respect to products and technology . . . special
customer nonrecurring costs under a Foreign Military Sales . .
.




A charge for use of DOD facilities and equipment is
added to all order which require use of DOD assets other than
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facilities for which appropriate rental charges clause of
the Defense Acquisition Regulation (PAR)
.
Asset use charges have been developed to be applied
as a percent of Direct Costs. Direct Costs include:
- Contractor Billings for work performed at government
owned/contractor (GOCO) facility when Use and Charges Clause
does not apply.
- Repair and modification of FMS owned material in
depots.
- Training at DOD installations (entire costs)
.
- Use of DOD ships/aircraft for FI4S transportation.
- Contractor billings for work performed at his
facility, utilizing government assets, when Use and Charges





Accessorial costs represent expenses incident to
issues, sales, and transfers of material that are not
included in the standard price or contract cost of material.
4 Packing, Crating, and Handling (PCH)
PCH costs are those costs at DOD facilities for labor,
materials, and services to take articles from storage, prepare
them for shipment and process the documentation. PCH costs
are included in all sales from stock (except when sent directly
from the manufacturer)
.
Standard PCH rates are:
- 3.5% of the selling price for materials with unit
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price under $50,000.00 plus
- 1.0% of the selling price over $50,000.00
5. Transportation
Transportation costs are the costs of DOD provided
or financed inland transportation (land, air, inland and
coastwise waterways) in the U.S. and outside the U.S. and
overseas transportation by vessel or air. (Includes parcel




Administrative charges are added to all FMS cases to
recover express of sales negotiations, case implementation,
procurement, administrative of Reports of Discrepancy,
correcting deficiencies or damage of items sold, contract
administration, program control, computer programming,
accounting and budgeting and administration of FMS at command
headquarters and higher levels.
In the event that the FMS purchaser cancels an entire
FMS case (LOA) prior to the delivery of all articles and
services involved, the following guidance applies.
- On FMS cases involving standard procurement the
administrative charge will be three percent of the actual
value at closure or one percent of the implemented program
value, whichever is greater.
- On FMS cases involving non-standard procurement,
the administrative charge will be five percent of the actual
value at closure or one percent of the implemented program
value, whichever is greater.
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- On Blanket Order FMS cases or FMSO 2 cases, the
administratives charge will be three percent of the actual





A. WHAT ARE THE FMS CASES?
In Thailand we know that Thailand buys materials in terms
of FMS cases so it will be appropriate if Thailand officers
can understand FMS cases of various types.
Types of Foreign Military Sales Cases: In FxMS , a "case"
is defined in the Glossary of Terms and Definitions of the
Military Assistance and Sales Manual (MASM) as "a contractual
sales agreement between the United States Government and an
eligible foreign country or international organization docu-
mented by a DD Form 1513."
There are a number of ways to distinguish the different
types of FMS cases. For example, cases are often referred
to as either "reportable" or "not reportable" under Section
36 (b) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amended. A "repor-
table" case is one that meets the criteria for a 3Q-day final
notification to Congress before an offer can be made by the
United States Government to a purchaser.
What can be sold under FMS?
Before examining specific types of FMS cases, it is
important to distinguish between the varying categories of
items and services which can be sold under FMS
.




- any weapon, weapons system, munition, aircraft,
vessel, boat, or other implement of war,
- any property, installation, commodity, material,
equipment, supply, or goods used for the purpose of making
military sales,
- any machinery, facility, tool, material, supply,
or other item necessary for the manufacture, production,
processing, repair, servicing, storage, construction, trans-
portation, operation, or use of any article listed in this
paragraph, and
- any component or part of any article listed in
this paragraph, but does not include merchant vessels or (as
defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954) source material,
production facilities, utilization facilities, or atomic
weapons or articles involving Restricted Data.
Major Defense Equipment (.MDE). in (Section 47(6). AECA)
means
:
- any item of significant combat equipment on the
United States Munitions List having a non-recurring research
and development cost of more than $50,000,000 or a total
production cost of more than $200,000,000.
Defense Service (Section 47(.4), AECA) defined it to
include
:
- any service, test, inspection, repair, training,
publication, technical or other assistance, or defense
information used for the purposes of making military sales.
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Defense Information Section 644(e) of the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, defines "defense informa-
tion" as including:
- any document, writing, sketch, photograph., plan,
model, specification, design, prototype, or other recorded
or oral information relating to any defense article or
defense service, but shall not include Restricted Data as
defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and
data removed from the Restricted Data category under Section
142d of that Act.
Training. Section 47(51, AECA, defines "training"
as including:
- formal or informal instruction of foreign students
in the United States or overseas by officers or employees of
the United States, contract technicians, or contractors
(including instruction at civilian institutions) , or by
correspondence courses, technical, educational, or information
publications and media of all kinds, training aid, orientation,
training exercise, and military advice to foreign military
units and forces.
B. CATEGORIES OF STANDARD FMS CASES
1. Blanket Order
Definition: These types of cases are commonly called
"Blanket Open End" by the U.S. Army, "Direct Requisitioning
Procedures/Open End Requisitioning or Pull Requisitioning"
by the U.S. Navy and "Blanket Order/Annual Requisitioning"
by the U.S. Air Force.
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A blanket order case is an agreement between a
purchaser and the United States Govexnment for a specific
category of items or services (including training) with no
definitive listing of items or quantities. The DD 1513
specifies a dollar ceiling against which orders may be
placed by the purchaser throughout the validity period . .
.
normally 12 months (see Figure 5-1 for an example of a
Blanket Order Case)
.
Applicability. The types of material, services or
training that normally are processed as blanket order-cases
are as follows: [Ref. 2: p. 12-7]
- Spares and Repair Parts.
This category is opened for follow-on support





Performed at United States Installation.
These changes do not require more than
two manhours to accomplish.
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Restrictions to Blanket Order Procedures.
Restrictions include:
- Commercial-type items
- Classified material (except Air Force)
- Classified publication (Navy Only)
- Explosive ordnance items
- Weapons systems, major end items and
associated components.
- Initial logistics support normally
ordered for concurrent with the weapon
system or major end items.
- Lumber
- Nonstandard items (Army Only)
- Medical supplies (.drugs)
- Obsolete items (except Air Force).
- Technical Data Packages CTDPS)
- Excess defense articles
The following may be processed as either Defined










Definition: These casas are often referred to as
"Standard Sales" by the U.S. Army, "Defined Line or Push
Requisitioning" by the U.S. Navy and "Firm Order" by the
U.S. Air Force. (The Management of Security Assistance,
p. 12-5)
.
A defined order case is one in which the items,
services or training is specified/quantified by the purchaser
in the Letter of Request and subsequently stated explicitly
on the Letter of Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513) . (See
Figure 5-2)
.
A defined order case normally requires a complete
price and availability study for separately deliverable line
items on the case.
Applicability: The types of material, services or
training that normally are processed, as defined order
cases, are as follows:
- System/Package Sales. This type of sale includes
a major item/weapon system (e.g., tank, ship, airplane,
missile, etc.) and any related requirements to adequately
activate and operate the item or system during an initial
period of time.
- Munitions, Ammunition and other Explosives
- Transportation Services
- Aircraft Ferry
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Figure 5-2. . Defined ^ Order Case.
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- Cartridge Activation Devices/Propellant
- Technical Data Packages
A significant feature of eitlier Defined or Blanket
order FMS cases is that requisitions are normally filled
from DOD stocks only if on-hand assets are above the control
or reorder level (in an excess positions) . The only time
that requisitions will normally be filled below the control
level is through a mature Cooperative Logistics Supply
Support Arrangement.
Cooperative Logistics Supply Support Arrangement
(CLSSA) permits support of the purchaser on an equal basis
with United States units having the same Force Activity
Designator (FAD) . The arrangement provides for the execution
of two Foreign Military Sales Orders (FMSOs) covering stockage,
consumption, and storage requirements as follows.
- Foreign Military Sales Order (FMSO) 1 case. An
Offer and Acceptance covering the estimated dollar value and
total initial agreed list of items and quantities to be
stocked and maintained on order from procurement for support
of the country's U .S . -furnished equipment. The Offer and
Acceptance also covers the estimated annual storage costs for
the material held in U.S. 'stocks for the participating country.
- FMS 2 case. A consumption FMSO which encompasses
an Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513) covering the partici-
pating country's estimated withdrawals of material from the
72

supply system for an agreed period (normally one year)
.
This is an SSA requisition case, -undefined as to items
and quantities, reflecting in a dollar amount the





A. FLOW OF FUNDS FOR FMS
We. know t±iat FMS, by legal interpretation, is to be a
"no profit-no loss" to USG program. Figure 6-1 presents a
block diagram "flow of funds for FMS" in the "big picture"
relating to funds flow. The following is a brief explanation
of how to interpret the flow diagram. CFigure 6-1)
.
1. Demand for Funds
The funds flow process may be thought to start with
United States Government demands placed on the Foreign
Purchaser for funds . These demands are generally of two
forms
:
- The initial deposit requirement which is reflected
in DD Form 1513.
- The recurring payment requirements which are con-
tained in DD Form 645.
2. Purchaser Sources for Funds
Based on U.S. Government demands, the Purchaser must
respond by providing the funds requested, which the Purchaser
has two general sources of financing: cash and United States
Government Credit. Purchaser "cash" financing may include:
funds appropriated through the Purchaser's parliamentary or
legislative process, funds borrowed, or received in the form
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Government. Credit financing, for our purposes, can be of
two forms - DOD Direct Credit and DOD Guaranteed Credit.
3. Receipt of Funds
Purchaser payments to the U.S. Government, always
in the form of U.S. dollars, are received into the FMS Trust
Fund Account, for which the SAAC (Security Assistance
Accounting Center) has accounting responsibility.
4
.
Flow to DOD Components
The DOD component having implementation responsibil-
ity for a given FMS case or cases will request obligational
(OA) and expenditure authority (EA) from SAAC at the
appropriate times. OA and EA may be requested and accounted
for by one of two methods: the direct citation of the FiVlS
trust method or the reimbursable method.
B. CONCEPTS AND DEFINITION
1. Trust Fund Account
Definition of a "trust fund" is a fund credited with
receipts which are earmarked by law and held in trust, or in
a fiduciary capacity by the U.S. Government for use in carry-
ing out specific purposes and programs in accordance with an
agreement. The FMS trust fund represent an aggregation of
cash received from purchaser countries and international
organizations. For the level of detail in the trust fund
such as, management, trust fund receipts, etc. which relate
to treasury department are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2 . Terms of Sales Used
A DD Form 1513 may involve one or more of tfie
following sections of the Arms Export Control Act, as
amended.
- Cash with Acceptance
This term applies when the initial case deposit
equals the amount to the "Estimated Total Costs" block of
the LOA. Paragraph B.3.a. of Annex A to LOA refers to the
purchaser's obligation under this term.
- Cash Prior to Delivery
Under this term, the United States Government
collects cash in advance of delivery of defense articles
and rendering of defense services from DOD resources.
Section 21(b) of the Arms Export Control Act applies.
Paragraph B.3.b. of Annex A to the LOA refers to the
purchaser's obligation under this term.
- Dependable Undertaking
Under this term, the United States Government
collects cash in advance of procurement contract payment
requirements, Section 22(a) of the Arms Export Control Act
applies. Paragraph B.3.C. of Annex A to the LOA refers to
the purchaser's obligation under this term. The term
dependable undertaking is defined in the DSAA MASM, as
follows.
"A firm commitment by the foreign government or
international organization to pay the full amount of a
contract for the performance of defense services which will
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assure the U.S. against any loss on such contract and to
make funds available in such amounts and at such times as
may be required by the contract, or for any damages and
costs that may accrue from the cancellation of such contract,
provided that in the judgment of DOD there is sufficient
likelihood that the foreign government or international
organization will have the economic resources to fulfill
the commitment (Sec. 22, AECA) .
"
- Payment on Delivery
Under this term, the United States Government issues
bills to the purchaser at the time of delivery of defense
articles or rendering of defense services from DOD resources.
The first sentence of Section 21(b) of the Arms Export Control
Act applies. Paragraph 3.3.d. of Annex A to LOA refers to the
purchaser's obligation under this term. The implementing
agency may use this term only pursuant to a written statutory
determination by the Director, DSAA, that it is in the national
interest to do so.
- Loan Agreement
This term applies to payment for a FMS in whole or
in part with FMS loan funds , extended or guaranteed by DOD
under Section 2 3 or 2 4 of the Arms Export Control Act or under
other legislation. Paragraph 3.3.e. of Annex A to the LOA
refers to the purchaser's obligation under this term. The
implementing agency will determine initial deposit require-
ments in the same manner as for cash sales. The purchaser
may then request the drawdown of FMS loan funds in payment
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of the initial deposit in accordance with the applicable
loan agreement. If the sales agreement is to be financed
only in part with FMS loan funds, the implementing agency
will also cite in the "Terms" block of the LOA the appro-
priate cash Terms of Sale as indicated above.
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VII . THE ROYAL THAI NAVY & FMS
In the Royal Thai Navy, there are departments (e.g. Naval
Supply Department, Naval Ordnance Department, Naval Dockyard
Department, etc.) which have responsibility for procurement
of materials to supply their respective departments and users
(such as warships. Marines, etc.). These departments procure
materials from both foreign countries and in country. I
would like to explain the basic process of procurement of
materials from the U.S. by FI4S
.
A. BASICS OF PROCUREMENT BY FMS
Naval Coordinator Department is a department that has
the responsibility for coordination of procurement from
the U.S.
- When the departments in the Royal Thai Navy want to
procure by FMS, they send the requisition documents (including
details as NSN, part number, model number, manufacturer, etc.
to the Naval Coordinator Department. DD Form 1348M is the
document used for this purpose (Figure 7-1, 7-4)
.
- The Naval Coordinator Department sends the document
(after gathering data by computer) to JUSMAG or the Thai
Naval Attache in the U.S. (The conditions are up to the
Naval Coordinator Department!
.
- The JUSMAG or Naval Attache forwards the document to
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- when th,e U.S. receives the data,- and after approved
and agreement would write the items on a DD 1513 and send
the DD 1513 to the Naval Coordinator Department by JUSMAG
or Naval Attache.
- After the Royal Thai Navy returns the signed DD 1513,
the U.S. would coordinate the procurement with the necessary
agencies. (as explained in previous chapters) (Figure 7-2,
7-3) .
- Naval Coordinator Department would send the DD 134 8
to U.S. (procurement of spare parti until the budget ceiling
is reached in each of DD 1513s.
- U.S. would send status periodically to Naval Coordinator
Department to report about the items (such as procurement,
when would it be sent to Thailand, etc.)
- Materials would be sent to Thailand at Klongtuay
harbour or Dongmuang airport in Bangkok.
- The Thai inspector group would check the shipment with
the DD Form 134 8-1 to ensure that materials were received
according to requisition (without opening any boxes) . The
inspection includes a check of the following:
Document number (date, serial).
Stock number
Quantity
Unit price, total price
- After the materials are sent to Thailand, U.S. would
send the foreign military sales transaction bills back to
the Royal Thai Navy monthly via the Naval Attache or JUSMAG.
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- The Royal Thai Navy checks Foreign Military Sales
transaction bills in accordance with. DD 1348 and DD 1348-1,
especially for prices and quantities.
- In case of damage, loss or deviation in sending materials
(e.g. quantities were incorrect, prices were incorrect), we
could check, the DD 1348, DD 1348-1 and foreign military sales
transaction bills from the U.S. The Royal Thai Navy could
institute a claim, by using DD Form 36 4 (ROID) for lost or
damaged materials of value more than $25. [Ref. 5: p. 2]
B. DECISION LEVELS
First Naval Commander in Chief of the Royal Thai Navy
makes the decision and agreements to procure by FMS when the
inventory levels are reduced to a re-order point or when the
departments required items are not available in the depot,





Thailand uses the DD Form 1348M (Figure 7-1) for procure-
ment. After approval in the U.S. of the sale and agreement,
the LOA is sent to the Royal Thai Navy. The representative
of the Royal Thai Navy, who is authorized by the Naval
Commander in Chief, would sign the LOA if he approves.
D. BUDGETING
The Royal Thai Naval Financial Department would provide
the budget in dollars, for procurement by FMS, with the





Problems in procurement by FMS between U.S. Government
and Thailand Government
:
Although the transactions by FMS between U.S. Government
and Thailand Government have continued over several years,
there still are many problems. These problems are as
follows: [Ref. 6: p. 3 J
1. U.S. Side
- Requests for LOAs to open cases from the U.S. take
a long time. Some cases take 6 months for delivery which
cause problems in the fiscal budgeting of the Royal Thai
Navy.
- Forwarding LOAs from the U.S. Navy to Thailand
take a long time. On some cases the LOA has reached its
expiration date.
- U.S. Navy does not give the duration of which the
materials will be provided to the Royal Thai Navy. This
causes logistic problems for the Royal Thai Navy.
- The Royal Thai Navy cannot claim a refund for the
cost of material that is lower than $25 if it was damaged or
that is delayed before being received by the Royal Thai Navy.
- It takes a long time to receive FMS materials when






- The Royal Thai Navy does not pay money to U.S. Navy
promptly because the Royal Thai Navy has to process requisi-
tions to the Finance Department and to wait to receive money
and then buy a draft to send to the. U.S. Navy.
- The Royal Thai Navy does not have sufficient
experience in following the Status Code which the U.S. Navy
sends to the Royal Thai Navy (every 4 months) . The Royal
Thai Navy does not know the status of items and it makes it
difficult to close the cases.
- Because of the FMS case closing problem method
(see above) , the Royal Thai Navy cannot utilize the money
left,
- Some items used in the Royal Thai Navy are obsolete
and therefore the U.S. Navy cannot procure them because of
technology progress.
F. RECOMMENDATION
Some of the ways to solve the various problems.
- The U.S. should consider extending the expiration date
of the LOA because some departments of the Royal Thai Navy
may take a long time to process the procurement form. The
time that the Royal Thai Navy accepts in the agreement may
not be enough.
- JUSMAG should give information about the U.S. inventory
when required by the Royal Thai Navy. These reports will help
the Royal Thai Navy in ordering obsolete items, etc.
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- If the procurement of materials by FMS are increasing,
it will be appropriate for the Royal Thai Navy to provide a
program manager in U.S.A. (e.g. NAVILCO) to communicate and
follow documents, etc.
- The Thai officer should use DSAA Military Assistance
And Sales Manual (MASM) published by the Department of Defense
to as a basic guide to understand FMS . This manual should be
updated periodically (4 months, 6 months, etc.) and the user




This thesis, concerns FMS in the areas of policy,
departments, documents, etc. of the U.S. Government that
pertain to the Royal Thai Navy. The content of this report
has he^n achieved through the cooperation of many persons.
I hope this report will be basic guide to the Thai officers
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